Staking Services Agreement
This Staking Services Agreement (this “Agreement”) is being entered into between you (the
“User”) and BTC.Secure Inc., a Delaware corporation (“BTC.Secure”).
By Delegating any Tokens to BTC.Secure on any Supported Network, User agrees to be bound
by the terms and conditions and will become a Party to the below Agreement.
If User does not agree to all of the terms and conditions of the Agreement, or if any of the
representations and warranties set forth the Agreement is inaccurate as applied to User, User
must not Delegate any Tokens to BTC.Secure.
This Agreement will, automatically and without further action of either of the Parties,
become effective upon User Delegating any Tokens to BTC.Secure notwithstanding the
non-execution or delivery of this Agreement by either Party.

1

General Information
In this “General Information” section BTC.Secure reproduces a partial summary of some
of the facts, circumstances, events, and conditions described in various publications.
The statements and information contained in this section are not intended to be relied
upon by any Person, nor are they intended to serve as representations, warranties, or
guarantees made by BTC.Secure.
The terms and conditions of the Service provided by BTC.Secure are set forth below
Section 3 and further. The conditions of a specific Supported Network are specified in
the Additional Conditions.
●

A “Proof-of-Stake Network” is a digital blockchain ledger in which transactions in digital
Tokens are recorded as a result of the activities of a distributed, peer-to-peer network of
software clients (“Nodes”) that reach a Proof-of-Stake consensus.

●

A “Proof-of-Stake” consensus requires the protocol’s Token owners to Stake their
Tokens to participate in the consensus validation process and enables at least one of the
staking Token owners to validate and sign the next definitive serial transaction record.
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●

Tokens (“Tokens”) represent Validation Rights and Voting Rights on a Supported
Network.

●

A “Supported Network” means a Proof-of-Stake Network on which BTC.Secure may
exercise Token Rights Delegated to it by User. Each Supported Network has its own
conditions that are specified in the Additional Conditions.

●

“Token Rights” together mean Validation Rights and Voting Rights.

●

Each Token represents a limited license on the Supported Network for the owner to
validate and propose the addition of blocks to the Supported Network (“Validation
Rights”).

●

Also, each Token gives (“Voting Rights”) for the owner to vote upon proposals related to
the operation and governance of the Supported Network.

●

Voting Rights can be used by Token owners to establish contractual restrictions on the
use of the Supported Network. The use of the Supported Network may depend on the
obligations imposed by such Token owners or other third parties, or the rights belonging
to them as a result of such future activities.

●

Limited number of Nodes (the “Maximum Validators”) are permitted to exercise
Validation Rights on the Supported Network at any given time (the “Validator Nodes”).

●

Owners of Tokens that do not run Validator Nodes can exercise their Validation Rights
associated with any Tokens that are “Delegated” to a Validator Node when the owner of
such Tokens sends a “delegate” transaction to the Supported Network that publicly
associates those Tokens with the known public key address belonging to such Validator
Node. The process of such associates of Tokens to the Validator Node is called
“Delegation”.

●

Delegation allows a Token owner to exercise its Validation Rights by means of a
Validator Node that is owned, operated and maintained by a third party. Delegation does
not entitle or enable a Validator Node to obtain custody, possession or control of the
relevant Tokens. The “Delegator” is the Token owner who Delegated it to the Validator
Node.

●

The Delegation of Validation Rights to a Validator Node also entails a contingent
Delegation of Voting Rights to the Validation Node. In the event that the Delegator fails to
affirmatively vote the Delegator’s tokens otherwise on the Supported Network with
respect to a given Proposal, the Delegator will be automatically deemed to have voted in
the same manner as the Validator Node.

●

Upon the addition of a new block to the blockchain, the Supported Network automatically
issues to each Delegator who then had Validation Rights Delegated to an eligible
Validator Node additional tokens as a reward for participate in the consensus validation
process:
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○

Tokens that are newly minted as an increase to the total supply of Tokens (the
“Block Rewards”);

○

Delegated Tokens, also called native, or other Tokens, that were transferred by
the senders of the transactions included in that block as transaction fees (the
“Transaction Fees”).

●

To compensate the owner of the Validator Node for its service, the Supported Network
automatically deducts a percentage (the “Service Percentage”) of the Block Rewards
and Transaction Fees that would otherwise be payable to the Delegators and issues the
deducted tokens to the Validator Node owner as a service fee for running the Validator
Node (the “Service Fee”).

●

The owner of each Validator Node sets its own Service Percentage and may increase or
decrease its Service Percentage by setting the relevant parameters on the Supported
Network. Block Rewards and Transaction Fees may also be subject to other deductions
imposed by the Supported Network, including a “tax” that contributes a portion of such
Block Rewards or Transaction Fees to the Reserve Fund (also called the DAO), as well
as as a reward for the development team of the Supported Network.

●

Other than with respect to the Service Fees, Delegation does not entitle or enable a
Validator Node to obtain custody, possession or control of any Block Rewards or
Transaction Fees generated by exercising the Validation Rights of a Delegator.

●

The amount of Tokens included in the Block Rewards and Transaction Fees is variable
and depends on a number of factors, including the then-current parameters of the
protocol as implemented on the Supported Network, network demand and the
preferences and choices of users sending transactions for inclusion in the blockchain.

●

The security model of the Supported Network relies upon the assumption that the
majority of Validator Nodes are honest at all times (the “Honest Supermajority
Assumption”) and operating for the benefit of the Supported Network.

●

In order to incentivize Token owners to Delegate their Validation Rights to Validator
Nodes that will be operated in accordance with the Honest Supermajority Assumption,
the Supported Network automatically imposes penalties (“Slashing Penalties”) on a
Token owner if its chosen Validator Node operates in a manner that may undermine the
Honest Supermajority Assumption or otherwise might impair the functioning of the
Supported Network.

●

Depending on the circumstances and the present and future values assigned to relevant
parameters on the Supported Network, Slashing Penalties of various severities may be
imposed on a Delegator due to a variety of behaviors by its chosen Validator Node, not
all of which are in the control of the Persons (such as BTC.Secure) operating the
Validator Node:
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●

○

unavailability, measured as absence of the Validator Node’s signature and/or
oracle votes a certain number of times in a certain number of blocks;

○

double-signing, which means signing two blocks at the same block height on
two forks of one chain;

○

lack of votes on Governance Proposals;

○

a cybersecurity failure resulting in actual or potential cyber-attacks against the
Validator Node that qualify for a bounty to be paid by the Delegators.

The Slashing Penalties imposed on the Delegators of a Validator Node as a result of
such behaviors may include:
○

temporary loss of eligibility of the Validator Node and its Delegators to receive
Block Rewards and Transaction Fees for a certain number of blocks, which
would represent an irreversible opportunity cost to the Validator Node and its
Delegators;

○

the “slashing” of a portion of the Delegators’ Tokens that are Delegated to the
Validator Node, meaning that the Delegators would forfeit and permanently lose
all right and title to and interest in a portion of such Tokens, the Validation
Rights and Voting Rights associated with such Tokens and all future Block
Rewards and Transaction Fees that the Delegator could otherwise have earned
by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those Tokens;

○

the Persons operating the Validator Node temporarily or permanently losing
eligibility to operate a Validator Node, which would require the Delegators to
Delegate their Tokens to a different Validator Node in order to exercise their
Validation Rights and remain eligible to receive Block Rewards and Transaction
Fees.

●

BTC.Secure operates the software and infrastructure required to run a Validator Node on
a Supported Network.

●

During the times that BTC.Secure is selected on the Supported Network to run a
Validator Node (BTC.Secure is included in the Maximum Validators), BTC.Secure wishes
to provide services to User by enabling User to exercise its Validation Rights on the
Supported Network through BTC.Secure’s Validator Node in exchange for Service Fees.

●

User is an owner of Tokens who wishes to Delegate Tokens to BTC.Secure (become a
Delegator) in order to be eligible to receive Block Rewards and Transaction Fees by
exercising its Validation Rights on the Supported Network.
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2

Definitions and Rules of Interpretation
The definitions for some defined terms, the meaning of which is not specified in the
General Information section, as well as the rules of interpretation, are set out below.
●

“Additional Conditions” means certain сonditions in respect of the Delegation of
Tokens for each Supported Network. The Additional Conditions are subject to the
protocols of the Supported Network and changes of such protocols imposed by the
respective Supported Network. Additional Conditions are described in the Schedules of
this Agreement.

●

“Affiliate” means, with respect to any Person, any other Person directly or indirectly
controlling, controlled by or under common control with such Person.

●

“User’s Rewards” means the Net Rewards described at Section 6.1.

●

“Force Majeure Events” has the meaning given to it in Section 19.6.

●

“Effective Date” means the date on which User first Delegates any Token(s) to
BTC.Secure.

●

“Governmental Authority” means any nation or government, any state or other political
subdivision thereof, any entity exercising legislative, judicial or administrative functions of
or pertaining to government, including, without limitation, any government authority,
agency, department, board, commission or instrumentality, and any court, tribunal or
arbitrator(s) of competent jurisdiction, and any self-regulatory organization.

●

“Law” means all laws, statutes, legal requirements, ordinances, rules, rulings,
regulations, judgments, injunctions, orders and decrees enacted, promulgated or issued
by any Governmental Authority.

●

“Net Rewards” means the sum of the Rewards minus Slashing Penalties (if any), as
further described in the Additional Conditions.

●

“Party” means BTC.Secure or User, as applicable; and “Parties” means, together,
BTC.Secure and User.

●

“Person” means an individual or legal entity or person, including a government or
political subdivision or an agency or instrumentality thereof.

●

“Rewards” means any rewards granted by the Supported Network, including block
rewards, endorser rewards, and transaction fees, in each case as actually granted by the
Supported Network and received by BTC.Secure or User, as applicable, in connection
with the performance of the Services.

●

“Services” means the exercise by BTC.Secure of Token Rights on behalf of User under
this Agreement, as described in Section 3.1.
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●

“Slashing Penalties” means any penalty or reduction of Rewards applied by the
Supported Network.

●

“Staking” or “to Stake” means to Delegate Tokens to the Validator Node to exercise
Token Rights.

●

“Stake” means a certain amount of Delegated Tokens.

●

“Term” has the meaning given under Section 9.1.

●

“Token” means any amount (including any fractional amount) of digital tokens transacted
on the Supported Network with transactions being recorded on the blockchain, and if the
Token is Delegated, it represents Validation Rights and Voting Rights on the Supported
Network.

●

“Website” means https://btcsecure.io.

●

“including”, “includes”, and “include” mean “including (or includes or include) without
limitation”.

●

Any reference in this Agreement to a Person includes his, her, or its heirs,
administrators, executors, legal representatives, successors, and permitted assigns, as
applicable.

●

Any reference in this Agreement to gender includes all genders, and words importing the
singular number only include the plural and vice-versa.

●

The headings in this Agreement are for reference only and will not affect the
interpretation of this Agreement.

●

The term “Agreement” and any reference to this Agreement or any other agreement or
document includes, and is a reference to, this Agreement or such other agreement or
document as it may have been, or may from time to time be amended, restated,
replaced, supplemented or novated.

●

The language used in this Agreement is the language chosen by the Parties to express
their mutual intent, and no rule of strict construction will be applied against a Party.

3

Services

3.1

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, BTC.Secure agrees to provide
User with the following services (the “Services“):
3.1.1

to Stake the Tokens by exercising the Validation Rights in a reasonable manner
designed to receive Net Rewards;
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3.1.2

to vote the Tokens by exercising the Voting Rights in a reasonable manner,
unless User decides to exercise the Voting Rights in accordance with the
protocols of the Supported Network.

3.2

BTC.Secure may provide the Services in any commercially reasonable way, including by
combining the Token Rights Delegated by User to BTC.Secure in accordance with this
Agreement with other Validation Rights and Voting Rights Delegated or otherwise
exercised by BTC.Secure.

3.3

The obligation of BTC.Secure to provide the Services depends on the satisfaction of the
following conditions preceding the Effective Date and the time(s) of the provision of the
Services:
3.3.1

the Supported Network has selected BTC.Secure to operate a Validator Node
on the Supported Network;

3.3.2

the covenants and obligations of User under this Agreement are performed and
satisfied;

3.3.3

User’s representations and warranties set forth in Section 13.2 are true,
accurate and complete at any time on and after the date of this Agreement
during the Term;

3.3.4

neither User’s Delegation of the Token Rights to BTC.Secure, nor
BTC.Secure’s provision of the Services for User, constitute, or would be
reasonably expected to result in (with or without notice, lapse of time, or both) a
breach, default, contravention or violation of any Law, or agreement to which
User or BTC.Secure is a party or by which User or BTC.Secure is bound,
including this Agreement and the protocols of the Supported Network;

3.3.5

without limiting the generality of the foregoing, in accordance with applicable
Law:
3.3.5.1.

BTC.Secure is not considered a “money transmitter” or a similar
classification under applicable anti-money laundering, anti-terrorist
or anti-terrorist financing, “know your customer” or similar Laws;

3.3.5.2.

the performance of this Agreement, including the Services, by
BTC.Secure does not require any licenses, permits or registrations
(with respect to securities Law or otherwise) that BTC.Secure does
not own.

4

Delegation

4.1

In accordance with the protocols of the Supported Network and, unless otherwise
provided in the Additional Conditions, by direct interaction with the protocols of the
Supported Network:
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4.1.1

User can Delegate any number of Tokens to BTC.Secure in accordance with
this Agreement at any time during the Term;

4.1.2

User can initiate the process of withdrawing its Tokens at any time.

4.2

User must not Delegate any Tokens to BTC.Secure under this Agreement if User can
expect that any condition described in Section 3.3, will not be met, and if any such
condition ceases to be met, User must immediately send a written notice to BTC.Secure
and initiate the process of withdrawing its Tokens.

5

Withdrawal

5.1

Tokens withdrawn by User may be subject to unbonding periods established by the
protocols of the Supported Network.

5.2

Tokens and Net Rewards may not be available to User during the unbonding periods
and taking into account other restrictions imposed by the Supported Network.

5.3

BTC.Secure is not responsible for any losses, liabilities, damages, reductions in value or
missed opportunities incurred by User in connection with the events described in Section
5.1.

6

Rewards

6.1

The Parties acknowledge that the performance of the Services by BTC.Secure will result
in the transfer of Net Rewards by the Supported Network as follows:
6.1.1

to User by transferring Net Rewards to the wallet address from which User
Delegated the Tokens to BTC.Secure in accordance with this Agreement;

6.1.2

to BTC.Secure as a Service Fee in accordance with the Service Percentage set
by BTC.Secure in the Supported Network;

6.1.3

the Net Rewards may be of the same denomination as the Tokens that User
has Delegated to BTC.Secure in accordance with this Agreement.

6.2

Section 6.1 is governed by the protocols of the Supported Network and any changes to
Section 6.1 in accordance with the Additional Conditions.

6.3

User acknowledges that the transfer of Net Rewards by the Supported Network is not
guaranteed, User may not receive the User’s Rewards, and that BTC.Secure is in no
way responsible for any failure by the Supported Network to transfer Net Rewards to
User or the loss, destruction or transfer of Net Rewards to the incorrect User wallet
address.
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7

Protocol Changes, Airdrops, and Forks

7.1

The Parties acknowledge and agree that the Supported Network protocols may change,
and airdrops or forks may arise, in each case outside of the control of BTC.Secure, and
therefore, except in cases where this Agreement may provide otherwise:
7.1.1

BTC.Secure may respond to protocol changes, airdrops or forks in any way
that BTC.Secure deems appropriate in its sole discretion, acting reasonably;

7.1.2

the exercise by BTC.Secure of any rights or powers available to it as a
Validator Node on the Supported Network does not constitute a breach or
violation of any obligations of BTC.Secure to User in accordance with this
Agreement;

7.1.3

BTC.Secure is not responsible for any losses, liabilities, damages, or
reductions in value in respect of the Tokens or otherwise suffered by User in
connection with protocol changes, airdrops or forks.

7.2

If the Supported Network undergoes changes imposed by such a protocol, such a
protocol change is considered to be included in any conflicting conditions of the
Additional Conditions and replaces them, if this is determined by BTC.Secure in its sole
discretion.
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Taxes

8.1

User is solely responsible for paying to the applicable state authorities any and all taxes,
penalties, duties, levies and interest (together, “Taxes“) applicable to User’s Rewards
and other amounts to be received or received by User in connection with this
Agreement, and all other Taxes of User or which may be applied to User as a result of or
in connection with transactions provided for in this Agreement.

8.2

User shall indemnify and hold harmless BTC.Secure and its indemnified parties, as
described in this Agreement, in respect of all Taxes levied, applied or assessed by any
government authority in respect of any Net Rewards and other amounts to be received
or received by User in connection with this Agreement, in accordance with Section 16.1.

8.3

Neither BTC.Secure nor any of its agents have provided and will not provide advice or
recommendations regarding any Law, applicable Tax or other obligations of User. User is
strongly advised to seek advice from User’s legal and tax advisors regarding any Law,
applicable Tax and other obligations of User related to the conclusion and execution of
this Agreement.
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9

Term, Termination, and Survival

9.1

The Term of this Agreement (the “Term“) begins on the Effective Date and is valid until
terminated in accordance with Section 9.2.

9.2

Either Party may terminate this Agreement at any time and for any reason on delivery of
written notice of termination to the other Party, in the case of User, by withdrawing its
Tokens, or in the case of BTC.Secure, by taking steps to terminate the Delegation of
Tokens of User to BTC.Secure. In each case, the termination is subject to any
restrictions on termination provided in the Additional Conditions and the conditions of the
Supported Network.

9.3

Upon any termination of this Agreement:

9.4
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9.3.1

User will stop Delegating Tokens to BTC.Secure;

9.3.2

User will initiate re-Delegation or unbonding of the Tokens;

9.3.3

User will pay all outstanding amounts due to BTC.Secure in accordance with
this Agreement;

9.3.4

upon reasonable written request, each Party must either return to the other
Party (or, at the direction of such other Party, destroy and provide such other
Party with written confirmation of destruction) all documents, computer files and
other materials containing any Confidential Information of such other Party that
are in its possession or under its control, in accordance with applicable Law.

The following provisions will survive any expiration or termination of this Agreement:
Section 1, 2, 3.3, 5.3, 6.2 to and including 7, 8, 9.3, 9.4, 10, and 11 to and including 19.

Confidentiality

10.1

The Parties acknowledge that the terms and conditions of this Agreement will be
confidential.

10.2

The Parties further acknowledge that, in the course of performing duties under this
Agreement, each Party may obtain (the “Receiving Party”) from the other Party data or
information of a confidential or proprietary nature, including know-how and trade secrets,
relating to the business, the affairs, the development projects, or current or future
products or services (“Confidential Information”) of such Party (the “Disclosing
Party”).

10.3

“Confidential Information” means:
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10.4

10.5

10.3.1

with respect to BTC.Secure, the Website, and any and all source code relating
thereto and any other non-public information or material regarding our legal or
business affairs, financing, customers, properties, pricing, or data;

10.3.2

with respect to User, any non-public information or material regarding User’s
legal or business affairs, financing, customers, properties, or data.

Data or information will be considered Confidential Information if:
10.4.1

a Party has marked it as such;

10.4.2

a Party, orally or in writing, has advised the other Party of its confidential or
proprietary nature;

10.4.3

due to its character and nature, a reasonable person under similar
circumstances would treat it as confidential.

Neither Party will either:
10.5.1

publish, disclose or otherwise divulge any of the other Party’s Confidential
Information to any person, except its officers, employees or agents with a need
to know who are under a contractual or professional duty to maintain the
confidentiality of such information consistent with the obligations imposed
hereunder;

10.5.2

permit its officers, employees or agents to divulge any of the other Party’s
Confidential Information without the express prior written consent of the other
Party.

10.6

The Receiving Party will protect the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information with the
same degree of care that the Receiving Party protects its own information of a similar
nature, but in no event less than reasonable care.

10.7

Neither Party will use the other Party’s Confidential Information except in the course of
performing its duties under this Agreement.

10.8

The foregoing obligations will not apply to any Confidential Information that:
10.8.1

is already known to the Receiving Party;

10.8.2

is or becomes publicly known through no wrongful act of the Receiving Party;

10.8.3

is independently developed by the Receiving Party without benefit of the
Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information;

10.8.4

is received from a third party without similar restriction and without breach of
any obligation of confidentiality;
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10.8.5
10.9

is required or reasonably necessary to be disclosed to comply with laws,
statutes, regulations, orders, and other governmental rules.

Additionally, neither Party will be prohibited from disclosing the terms and conditions of
this Agreement to financial institutions when required to obtain financing or to a third
party involved with a potential merger or acquisition (either as target or acquirer).

10.10

The obligations of confidentiality described above will expire three years after the
expiration or termination of this Agreement.

11

Proprietary Rights

11.1

12

BTC.Secure retains all right, title and interest in and to the Services, including without
limitation, all unpatented inventions, patent applications, patents, design rights,
copyrights, trademarks, service marks, trade names, know-how and other trade secret
rights, and all other intellectual property rights, derivatives or improvements thereof.

Restrictions

12.1

The Terms and Conditions (https://btcsecure.io/terms-and-conditions) and Privacy Policy
(https://btcsecure.io/privacy-policy) of BTC.Secure provided on the Website govern the
access and use of the Website by User and are incorporated into this Agreement.

12.2

User will not, and will not permit any other third party to modify, reproduce, copy, reverse
engineer, decompile, reverse assemble or otherwise attempt to discover the source code
or algorithms for the Services, or access the Services in order to build a similar or
competitive product or service.

12.3

User will not, and will not permit any third party to use any device, software or routine to
interfere with the proper function of the Services.

12.4

The Services may not be used in any jurisdiction for unlawful, obscene, offensive or
fraudulent content or activity, such as advocating or causing harm, interfering with or
violating the integrity or security of a network or system, evading filters, sending
unsolicited, abusive, or deceptive messages, viruses or harmful code, or violating third
party rights. If there is a complaint or notice of violation, use may be suspended until
resolved, and terminated if not resolved promptly.

12.5

User acknowledges and agrees that BTC.Secure will not accept or take custody over
any Rewards on behalf of User, has no responsibility or control over whether the
Supported Network distributes any Rewards to User, and that BTC.Secure’s sole
obligation under this Agreement is to perform the Services, upon the terms and
conditions set forth in this Agreement.
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13
13.1

13.2

Representations and Warranties
Representations and Warranties by BTC.Secure. BTC.Secure represents and
warrants to User, as of the Effective Date and each date on which User has Delegated
Token Rights to BTC.Secure, that:
13.1.1

BTC.Secure has all required capacity, authority and power to enter into and
perform its obligations under this Agreement, and this Agreement constitutes a
legal, valid and binding obligation of BTC.Secure enforceable against User in
accordance with its terms and conditions, except as limited by bankruptcy,
insolvency or other laws of general application relating to or affecting the
enforcement of creditors’ rights generally and principles of equity;

13.1.2

entering into this Agreement will not be a breach or violation of any other
contract or agreement to which BTC.Secure is bound;

13.1.3

BTC.Secure provides the Services using commercially reasonable care and
skill in accordance with the service levels described in this Agreement.

Representations and Warranties of User. User represents and warrants to
BTC.Secure, as of the Effective Date and each date on which User Delegated Token
Rights to BTC.Secure, that:
13.2.1

User has all required capacity, authority and power to enter into and perform its
obligations under this Agreement, and this Agreement constitutes a legal, valid
and binding obligation of User enforceable against BTC.Secure in accordance
with its terms and conditions, except as limited by bankruptcy, insolvency or
other laws of general application relating to or affecting the enforcement of
creditors’ rights generally and principles of equity;

13.2.2

User does not constitute, and would not reasonably be expected to result in
(with or without notice, lapse of time, or both) a breach, default, contravention
or violation of any Law applicable to User, or contract or agreement to which
User is a party or by which User is bound;

13.2.3

User has all right, title, and interest in and to the Tokens;

13.2.4

If User is an individual, User is of legal age in the jurisdiction in which User
resides and is of sound mind and body. If User is a business entity (“Business
Entity“), User is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the
laws of the jurisdiction in which it is organized, and has all requisite power and
authority for a business entity of its type to carry on its business as now
conducted;

13.2.5

User understands and agrees that neither User’s Delegation of Token Rights to
BTC.Secure, nor BTC.Secure’s provision of the Services hereunder:
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13.2.5.1.

represents or constitutes a loan or a contribution of capital to, or
other investment in, BTC.Secure;

13.2.5.2.

provides User with any ownership interest, equity, security, or right
to or interest in the assets, rights, properties, revenues or profits of,
or voting rights whatsoever in, BTC.Secure;

13.2.5.3.

creates or implies any fiduciary or other agency relationship
between BTC.Secure or any of its directors, officers, employees,
agents or Affiliates and User or entitles User to any fiduciary duty or
similar duty on the part of any of the foregoing Persons.

13.2.6

User is not entering into this Agreement or Delegating Token Rights to
BTC.Secure for the purpose of making an investment with respect to
BTC.Secure or its securities, but solely wishes to receive the Services from
BTC.Secure;

13.2.7

User is knowledgeable, experienced and sophisticated in using and evaluating
the Supported Network and similar technologies. User has conducted its own
thorough independent investigation and analysis of the Supported Network and
the other matters contemplated by this Agreement in determining to Delegate
any Token Rights to BTC.Secure and enter into this Agreement, and has not
relied upon any information, statement, omission, representation or warranty,
express or implied, written or oral, made by or on behalf of BTC.Secure in
connection therewith;

13.2.8

User, its agents (and, if User is a Business Entity, User’s officers, directors, and
employees (collectively, the “Representatives“)) are in compliance with the
U.S. Code Title 18 — Crimes and criminal procedure (United States),
Combating Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing, and Counterfeiting Act of
2017 (United States), the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (United
States), in each case as amended, and any rules and regulations thereunder
respectively, similar Laws of other jurisdictions, anti-money laundering
obligations, and anti-terrorist financing obligations under the Law of United
States, and/or User’s jurisdiction, and as otherwise applicable to User, its
Representatives, and/or BTC.Secure;

13.2.9

User has not (and, if User is a Business Entity, User’s Representatives have
not) been convicted of, or have agreed to enter into a pretrial diversion or
similar program in connection with the prosecution of, a criminal offense
involving theft, dishonesty, breach of trust, money laundering, the illegal
manufacture, sale, distribution of or trafficking in controlled substances, or
substantially equivalent activity in a domestic, military, or foreign court;

13.2.10

User is not (and, if User is a Business Entity, User’s Representatives are not) a
Person described or designated in the Specifically Designated Nationals and
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Blocked Persons List of the U.S. Department of Treasury Office of Foreign
Assets Control, Section I of the U.S. Anti-Terrorism Order, any regulations
promulgated under United Nations Act, Justice for Victims of Corrupt Foreign
Officials Act, Freezing of Assets of Corrupt Foreign Officials Act, or the United
Nations Security Council Consolidated Sanctions List or engaged in any
dealings or transactions with any such Person;
13.2.11

14

User is not (and, if User is a Business Entity, User’s Representatives are not),
and is not owned or controlled by, or acting on behalf of, any other Person who
is, identified on any list of prohibited parties under any Law or by any
Governmental Authorities, such as, for example, the lists maintained by the
United Nations Security Council, the U.S. government (including the U.S.
Treasury Department’s Specially Designated Nationals list and Foreign
Sanctions Evaders list), the European Union (EU) or its member states, and the
government of User’s home country. User is not, and is not owned or controlled
by, or acting on behalf of, any other Person who is, located, ordinarily resident,
organized, established, or domiciled in Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria,
the Crimea region (including Sevastopol) or any other country or jurisdiction
against which the U.S. maintains economic sanctions or an arms embargo.
User’s Tokens are not derived from, and do not otherwise represent the
proceeds of, any activities done in violation or contravention of any Law.

Disclaimer

14.1

Except as expressly set forth herein, the Services, their components, and any other
materials or services provided hereunder are provided “as is” and “as available”.

14.2

BTC.Secure does not make any warranties with respect to the same or otherwise in
connection with this Agreement (except as explicitly provided in this Agreement) and
hereby disclaims any and all express, implied, or statutory warranties, including any
warranties of non-infringement, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose,
availability, error-free or uninterrupted operation, and any warranties arising from a
course of dealing, course of performance, or usage of trade.

14.3

To the extent that BTC.Secure may not as a matter of Law disclaim any warranty, the
scope and duration of such warranty will be reduced to the minimum permitted under
such Law. Without limiting the foregoing, BTC.Secure makes no representations or
warranties with regard to the amount of Net Rewards that may be generated under this
Agreement.

15
15.1

Limitation of Liability
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, BTC.Secure shall not be
liable to User or any other party, whether in contract, tort (including pursuant to any
cause of action alleging negligence), warranty or otherwise, for special, incidental,
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consequential, indirect, punitive or exemplary damages (including but not limited to lost
data, lost profits or savings, loss of business or other economic loss) arising out of or
related to this Agreement, whether or not BTC.Secure has been advised or knew of the
possibility of such damages, and regardless of the nature of the cause of action or
theory asserted.
15.2

BTC.Secure’s liability for damages under this Agreement shall in all cases be limited to,
and under no circumstances shall exceed, the portion of Service Fees actually received
by BTC.Secure during the period that is one month prior to the event giving rise to the
liability or damages and that demonstrably arose by virtue of the User’s particular
Delegation of its particular Validation Rights to BTC.Secure.

15.3

Without limiting the foregoing, BTC.Secure will not be liable to User or any other party for
any damages or losses of any kind arising from or relating to any malfunction or failure of
the Supported Network or any Force Majeure Event.

16

Indemnification

16.1

User agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the BTC.Secure and its Affiliates
and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, managers, and employees, from
and against any loss, cost, expense, claim, injury or damage (including, without
limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses) (collectively, “Losses”) incurred due
to third party claims (“Claim“) arising from any breach by User of any representation,
warranty, or provision in this Agreement.

16.2

BTC.Secure shall indemnify, defend and hold User harmless from and against any
Losses incurred due to third party Claims arising from any breach by BTC.Secure of any
representation, warranty, or provision contained in this Agreement.

17

Relationship of Parties

17.1

Neither this Agreement, the relationship created between the Parties hereto pursuant to
this Agreement, nor any course of dealing between the Parties hereto is intended to
create, or shall create, an employment relationship, a joint venture, partnership or any
similar relationship.

17.2

The Parties are independent contractors. Each Party is solely responsible for the payroll
taxes, workman’s compensation insurance, and any other benefits owed to their own
employees.
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18

Assignment

18.1

User shall not assign or otherwise transfer any of its rights or obligations under this
Agreement without the prior written consent of BTC.Secure. Any assignment or other
transfer in violation of this Section will be null and void.

18.2

Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of
the Parties and their heirs, estates, legal representatives, successors, and permitted
assigns, as applicable.

19

Miscellaneous

19.1

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the Laws of the State of Delaware and the federal Laws of United States applicable
therein, without regard for choice of Law provisions thereof.

19.2

Waiver. No failure or delay by BTC.Secure in exercising any right or remedy under this
Agreement shall operate or be deemed as a waiver of any such right or remedy. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, BTC.Secure shall not be deemed to have waived
any of the conditions described in Section 3.3, or waived or released any claim, right,
power, privilege or remedy related thereto, by virtue of providing Services to User while
having no specific knowledge that such condition is not satisfied with respect to User,
and may terminate its Services to User after learning of such non-satisfaction
irrespective of how long such condition has not been satisfied.

19.3

Agreement to Binding, Exclusive Arbitration. If any claim, dispute, or controversy
occurs between the Parties relating to the interpretation or implementation of any of the
provisions of this Agreement, such dispute shall be resolved by private, confidential and
binding arbitration. Such arbitration shall be conducted by a single arbitrator. The
arbitrator shall be appointed by agreement of the Parties or, in the absence of an
agreement, such arbitrator shall be appointed by a judge upon the application of either
Party. Arbitration shall be held in the State of Delaware, unless otherwise agreed by the
Parties in writing. The arbitration procedure to be followed shall be agreed by the Parties
or, in absence of an agreement, determined by the arbitrator. The arbitration shall
proceed in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Arbitration Act, 1925 (United
States). Subject to any right of appeal, the decision arrived at by the arbitrator shall be
final and binding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in
any court having jurisdiction.

19.4

Class Action Waiver. Without limiting the foregoing, User may only make a claim or
proceeding against BTC.Secure in User’s individual capacity and shall not as a plaintiff
or class member in any purported class or representative action or proceeding.

19.5

Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, inoperative or unenforceable for any reason, BTC.Secure shall
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have the right to modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the Parties as
closely as possible in an acceptable manner in order that the transactions contemplated
hereby be consumed as originally contemplated to the fullest extent possible. Any
provision of this Agreement, which is unenforceable in any jurisdiction, shall be
ineffective only as to that jurisdiction, and only to the extent of such unenforceability,
without invalidating the remaining provisions hereof.
19.6

Force Majeure. BTC.Secure shall not incur any liability or penalty for not performing any
act or fulfilling any obligation hereunder by reason of any occurrence that is not within its
control including any provision of any present or future Law or regulation or any act of
any Governmental Authority, any act of God or war or terrorism, or the unavailability,
disruption or malfunction of the Internet, the World Wide Web or any other electronic
network, the Supported Network or any aspect thereof, or any consensus attack, or
hack, or denial-of-service or other attack, on the Supported Network or any aspect
thereof, or on the software and infrastructure that enables BTC.Secure to operate the
Validator Node (“Force Majeure Events“). It being understood that BTC.Secure shall
use commercially reasonable efforts, consistent with accepted practices in the industries
in which BTC.Secure operates, as applicable, to resume performance as soon as
reasonably practicable under the circumstances.

19.7

Amendments. This Agreement (and any Schedule hereto) may only be amended,
modified, altered or supplemented by BTC.Secure. BTC.Secure reserves the right to
determine the form and means of providing notifications to User, and User agrees to
receive legal notices electronically if BTC.Secure so chooses. BTC.Secure may revise
this Agreement from time to time and the most current version of this Agreement will be
posted on the Website.

19.8

Paramountcy. Without limiting the foregoing, if there would otherwise be any legally
binding agreement involving User and BTC.Secure that is implied by or embodied in the
protocols of the Supported Network that conflicts or is inconsistent with this Agreement,
this Agreement shall prevail over such other agreement to the extent of the
inconsistency.

19.9

Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the
Parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior or
contemporaneous agreements and understandings, both written and oral, between the
Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. No term included in any confirmation,
acceptance, or any other similar document from User in connection with this Agreement
will apply to this Agreement or have any force or effect.

19.10

Notices. Any notice, demand or request required or permitted to be given under this
Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed sufficient when sent by email to
legal@btcsecure.io. Notice will be effective on receipt.
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Schedule A. Additional Conditions for the Minter
Network
The conditions for Delegating BIP Tokens and custom Tokens with BIP reserve in the Minter
Network may change in accordance with the Minter Network protocols and are currently set out
below.
1.

2.

The Minter Network may apply Slashing Penalties in connection with Tokens Delegated
by User under this Agreement:
1.1.

Unavailability. If a Validator Node’s signature has not been included in 12 of
the last 24 blocks, this Validator Node will be turned off and banned for 24
hours. If the Validator Node is banned for 24 hours, there will be a temporary
loss of eligibility of the Validator Node and its Delegators to receive Block
Rewards and Transaction Fees for a certain number of blocks, which will
represent irreversible opportunity costs for the Validator Node and User.

1.2.

Double-signing. If someone on chain A reports that a Validator Node has
signed two blocks at the same height on chain A and chain B, this Validator
Node will get slashed on chain A for 5% of the Stake. User will forfeit and
permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 5% of the User’s Stake, the
Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such Tokens and all future
Block Rewards and Transaction Fees that User could otherwise have earned
by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those Tokens. The remaining
95% of the User’s Stake will be automatically withdrawn from the Validator
Node and are subject to the unbonding period established by the Minter
Network and described in Schedule A, Section 4.

There is no maximum number of Tokens in the Minter Network that User may Delegate
to BTC.Secure hereunder, but there may be a minimum number of Tokens that may be
Delegated to BTC.Secure, which depends on other Delegators and the amount of their
Stake:
2.1.

Each Validator Node has 1,000 slots for Stakes. Each separate Token takes up
its own slot, while units of the same Token are summed and share a common
slot (for example, if a Delegator have Delegated 1,000 BIP and 10,000
BTCSECURE, and then 10,000 BTCSECURE more, the Delegator will take up
two slots with the Stakes of 1,000 BIP and 20,000 BTCSECURE).

2.2.

User’s Stake has to rank among the top 1,000 by volume. If a Validator Node
has at least one vacant slot, User can Delegate any amount.

2.3.

If all 1,000 slots are occupied, then in order to Delegate to such a Validator
Node, User need to make sure that the amount of BIP (or custom Token’s BIP
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equivalent) User is about to Delegate is greater than the minimum Stake which
takes up the last slot.
2.4.

3.

If User’s Stake has been squeezed out of the 1,000 slots, User’s Stake gets
waitlisted, the Validation Rights are not exercised and User does not receive
any Rewards. If that happens, User will need to Delegate more Tokens, or
unbond User’s Stake entirely, or wait until the minimum Stake drops to the level
User is comfortable with and additionally Delegate any amount big enough for
User’s Stake to outnumber the one currently ranked last.

In addition to Delegate BIP token, User can Delegate custom Tokens with BIP reserve
(for example, BTCSECURE, etc.), the Delegated amount is virtually converted into BIP
equivalent, and everything is then re-calculated in BIP Token Stakes:
3.1.

The formula for determining the equivalent in Delegation is different from the
formulas for determining the value when buying or selling. Custom Tokens with
BIP reserve in Delegation can be valued at a smaller BIP equivalent than the
amount that could be spent on their purchase or obtained as a result of their
sale.

3.2.

The equivalent taken into account in Delegation is significantly affected by the
CRR of the custom Token with BIP reserve and the number of Delegated
custom Token with BIP reserve related to the total supply, unless the CRR is
100% or 100% of the custom Token with BIP reserve currently in circulation are
Delegated by a single owner.

4.

User can withdraw their Delegated Tokens at any time subject to on-chain unbonding
requirements (518,400 blocks, ~29 days). The Tokens that are in the unbonding period
may be subject to Slashing Penalties in accordance with Schedule A, Section 1.

5.

Rewards and Service Fees are transferred on-chain in BIP Tokens once for 720 blocks
(~1 hour) automatically without additional actions by User, records of transferred
Rewards are not shown in the transaction history, and the number of BIP Tokens on the
User’s balance increases. If User has Delegated custom Tokens with BIP reserve, then
the Rewards are also paid in BIP Tokens.

6.

Service Level Agreement:
6.1.

BTC.Secure will compensate User for missed Net Rewards arising from any
failure of BTC.Secure to use commercially reasonable efforts to perform the
Services in accordance with Section 3.1, excluding missed Net Rewards arising
from User’s acts or omissions, scheduled BTC.Secure or Minter Network
maintenance, software bugs native to the Minter Network, acts by a hacker or
other malicious actor, or Force Majeure Events, in each case in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the Agreement.
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6.2.

No missed Net Rewards shall accrue under this Agreement until BTC.Secure
has actual notice of, or User delivers to BTC.Secure written notice about
unavailability of the Service.

6.3.

Subject to the foregoing sentence, BTC.Secure shall remit such missed Net
Rewards due to User within 90 days of the missed Net Reward.

6.4.

In no event shall the total of any missed Net Rewards established under this
Agreement for any month exceed the Service Fees retained by BTC.Secure on
the Minter Network during the applicable month.

6.5.

The missed Net Rewards provided shall be the sole remedies to User in the
event of unavailability of the Service.

7.

BTC.Secure never takes custody or control of User’s Tokens and Rewards.

8.

BTC.Secure’s Service Fee rate of 10% of the Block Rewards and Transaction Fees.

9.

Loyalty Program:
9.1.

User can Delegate a certain amount of BTCSECURE Token to the Validator
Node and take part in the Loyalty Program for which can get a discount on the
Service Fee (“Discount“) for its entire Stake:

9.1.1.

10% Discount upon Delegation of 50,000 to 100,000 BTCSECURE

9.1.2.

20% Discount upon Delegation of 100,000 to 1,000,000 BTCSECURE

9.1.3.

30% Discount upon Delegation of 1,000,000 to 10,000,000 BTCSECURE

9.1.4.

40% Discount upon Delegation of 10,000,000 to 100,000,000
BTCSECURE

9.1.5.

50% Discount upon Delegation of 100,000,000 BTCSECURE

9.2.

The terms of the Loyalty Program apply to all Stakes and are active in both
Validator Nodes simultaneously (BTC.Secure and BTC.Secure 2.0) in the
Minter Network.

9.3.

A Validator Node specifies a Service Fee when it launches that applies to
absolutely all Stakes, even those participating in the Loyalty Program, because
of this, the Discount works in the form of daily cashbacks to every User
participating in the Loyalty Program.

9.4.

Cashback is a refund of a part of the Service Fee for the previous period by
sending a transaction with BIP Tokens to User in accordance with the
percentage of the Discount in the Loyalty Program.
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9.5.

The cashback service is managed and owned by a third party. BTC.Secure is
not responsible for the correct operation of the cashback service and the timely
sending of cashbacks.

Schedule B. Additional Conditions for the Minter Hub
Network
The conditions for Delegating HUB Tokens in the Minter Hub Network may change in
accordance with the Minter Hub Network protocols and are currently set out below.
1.

The Minter Hub Network may apply Slashing Penalties in connection with Tokens
Delegated by User under this Agreement:
1.1.

Unavailability. If a Validator Node’s signature has not been included in 50 of
the last 100 blocks this Validator Node will be turned off, banned for 10
minutes. If the Validator Node is banned for 10 minutes and isn’t turned on after
that, there will be a temporary loss of eligibility of the Validator Node and its
Delegators to receive Transaction Fees for a certain number of blocks, which
will represent irreversible opportunity costs for the Validator Node and User.

1.2.

Double-signing. If someone on chain A reports that a Validator Node has
signed two blocks at the same height on chain A and chain B, this Validator
Node will get slashed on chain A for 5% of the Stake. User will forfeit and
permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 5% of the User’s Stake, the
Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such Tokens and all future
Transaction Fees that User could otherwise have earned by exercising
Validation Rights with respect to those Tokens. The remaining 95% of the
User’s Stake will be automatically withdrawn from the Validator Node and are
subject to the unbonding period established by the Minter Hub Network and
described in Schedule B, Section 3.

2.

There are no minimum or maximum number of Tokens in the Minter Hub Network that
User may Delegate to BTC.Secure hereunder.

3.

User can withdraw their Delegated Tokens at any time subject to on-chain unbonding
requirements (21 days). The Tokens that are in the unbonding period may be subject to
Slashing Penalties in accordance with Schedule B, Section 1. The withdrawal of HUB
Tokens may be temporarily restricted for security reasons.

4.

Rewards are transferred on-chain in HUB Tokens on the Minter Network to the User’s
address associated with the User’s address on the Minter Hub Network where HUB
Tokens are Delegated, and the same applies to the Validator Node for the Service Fees.

5.

Service Level Agreement:
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5.1.

BTC.Secure will compensate User for missed Net Rewards arising from any
failure of BTC.Secure to use commercially reasonable efforts to perform the
Services in accordance with Section 3.1, excluding missed Net Rewards arising
from User’s acts or omissions, scheduled BTC.Secure or Minter Hub Network
maintenance, software bugs native to the Minter Hub Network, acts by a hacker
or other malicious actor, or Force Majeure Events, in each case in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

5.2.

No missed Net Rewards shall accrue under this Agreement until BTC.Secure
has actual notice of, or User delivers to BTC.Secure written notice about
unavailability of the Service.

5.3.

Subject to the foregoing sentence, BTC.Secure shall remit such missed Net
Rewards due to User within 90 days of the missed Net Reward.

5.4.

In no event shall the total of any missed Net Rewards established under this
Agreement for any month exceed the Service Fees retained by BTC.Secure on
the Minter Hub Network during the applicable month.

5.5.

The missed Net Rewards provided shall be the sole remedies to User in the
event of unavailability of the Service.

6.

BTC.Secure never takes custody or control of User’s Tokens and Rewards.

7.

BTC.Secure’s Service Fee rate of 10% of the Transaction Fees.

Schedule C. Additional Conditions for the Terra
Network
The conditions for Delegating LUNA Tokens in the Terra Network may change in accordance
with the Terra Network protocols and are currently set out below.
1.

The Terra Network may apply Slashing Penalties in connection with Tokens Delegated
by User under this Agreement:
1.1.

Unavailability. If a Validator Node’s signature has not been included in 9,500
of the last 10,000 blocks or a Validator Node’s oracle votes has not been
included in 21,600 of the last 432,000 blocks, this Validator Node will be turned
off, banned for 10 minutes and will get slashed for 0.01% of the Stake. User will
forfeit and permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 0.01% of the
User’s Stake, the Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such
Tokens and all future Block Rewards and Transaction Fees that User could
otherwise have earned by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those
Tokens. If the Validator Node is banned for 10 minutes and isn’t turned on after
that, there will be a temporary loss of eligibility of the Validator Node and its
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Delegators to receive Block Rewards and Transaction Fees for a certain
number of blocks, which will represent irreversible opportunity costs for the
Validator Node and User.
1.2.

Double-signing. If someone on chain A reports that a Validator Node has
signed two blocks at the same height on chain A and chain B, this Validator
Node will get slashed on chain A for 5% of the Stake. User will forfeit and
permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 5% of the User’s Stake, the
Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such Tokens and all future
Block Rewards and Transaction Fees that User could otherwise have earned
by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those Tokens. The remaining
95% of the User’s Stake will be automatically withdrawn from the Validator
Node and are subject to the unbonding period established by the Terra Network
and described in Schedule C, Section 3.

2.

There are no minimum or maximum number of Tokens in the Terra Network that User
may Delegate to BTC.Secure hereunder.

3.

User can withdraw their Delegated Tokens at any time subject to on-chain unbonding
requirements (21 days). The Tokens that are in the unbonding period may be subject to
Slashing Penalties in accordance with Schedule C, Section 1.

4.

Rewards and Service Fees are transferred on-chain in LUNA Tokens.

5.

Service Level Agreement:
5.1.

BTC.Secure will compensate User for missed Net Rewards arising from any
failure of BTC.Secure to use commercially reasonable efforts to perform the
Services in accordance with Section 3.1, excluding missed Net Rewards arising
from User’s acts or omissions, scheduled BTC.Secure or Terra Network
maintenance, software bugs native to the Terra Network, acts by a hacker or
other malicious actor, or Force Majeure Events, in each case in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

5.2.

No missed Net Rewards shall accrue under this Agreement until BTC.Secure
has actual notice of, or User delivers to BTC.Secure written notice about
unavailability of the Service.

5.3.

Subject to the foregoing sentence, BTC.Secure shall remit such missed Net
Rewards due to User within 90 days of the missed Net Reward.

5.4.

In no event shall the total of any missed Net Rewards established under this
Agreement for any month exceed the Service Fees retained by BTC.Secure on
the Terra Network during the applicable month.

5.5.

The missed Net Rewards provided shall be the sole remedies to User in the
event of unavailability of the Service.
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6.

BTC.Secure never takes custody or control of User’s Tokens and Rewards.

7.

BTC.Secure’s Service Fee rate of 10% of the Block Rewards and Transaction Fees.

Schedule D. Additional Conditions for the Terra
Classic Network
The conditions for Delegating LUNC Tokens in the Terra Classic Network may change in
accordance with the Terra Classic Network protocols and are currently set out below.
1.

The Terra Classic Network may apply Slashing Penalties in connection with Tokens
Delegated by User under this Agreement:
1.1.

Unavailability. If a Validator Node’s signature has not been included in 9,500
of the last 10,000 blocks or a Validator Node’s oracle votes has not been
included in 21,600 of the last 432,000 blocks, this Validator Node will be turned
off, banned for 10 minutes and will get slashed for 0.01% of the Stake. User will
forfeit and permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 0.01% of the
User’s Stake, the Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such
Tokens and all future Block Rewards and Transaction Fees that User could
otherwise have earned by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those
Tokens. If the Validator Node is banned for 10 minutes and isn’t turned on after
that, there will be a temporary loss of eligibility of the Validator Node and its
Delegators to receive Block Rewards and Transaction Fees for a certain
number of blocks, which will represent irreversible opportunity costs for the
Validator Node and User.

1.2.

Double-signing. If someone on chain A reports that a Validator Node has
signed two blocks at the same height on chain A and chain B, this Validator
Node will get slashed on chain A for 5% of the Stake. User will forfeit and
permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 5% of the User’s Stake, the
Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such Tokens and all future
Block Rewards and Transaction Fees that User could otherwise have earned
by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those Tokens. The remaining
95% of the User’s Stake will be automatically withdrawn from the Validator
Node and are subject to the unbonding period established by the Terra Classic
Network and described in Schedule D, Section 3.

2.

There are no minimum or maximum number of Tokens in the Terra Classic Network that
User may Delegate to BTC.Secure hereunder.

3.

User can withdraw their Delegated Tokens at any time subject to on-chain unbonding
requirements (21 days). The Tokens that are in the unbonding period may be subject to
Slashing Penalties in accordance with Schedule D, Section 1.
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4.

Rewards and Service Fees are transferred on-chain in LUNC Tokens and other Tokens
on the Terra Classic Network (USTC, KRTC, etc.).

5.

Service Level Agreement:
5.1.

BTC.Secure will compensate User for missed Net Rewards arising from any
failure of BTC.Secure to use commercially reasonable efforts to perform the
Services in accordance with Section 3.1, excluding missed Net Rewards arising
from User’s acts or omissions, scheduled BTC.Secure or Terra Classic Network
maintenance, software bugs native to the Terra Classic Network, acts by a
hacker or other malicious actor, or Force Majeure Events, in each case in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

5.2.

No missed Net Rewards shall accrue under this Agreement until BTC.Secure
has actual notice of, or User delivers to BTC.Secure written notice about
unavailability of the Service.

5.3.

Subject to the foregoing sentence, BTC.Secure shall remit such missed Net
Rewards due to User within 90 days of the missed Net Reward.

5.4.

In no event shall the total of any missed Net Rewards established under this
Agreement for any month exceed the Service Fees retained by BTC.Secure on
the Terra Classic Network during the applicable month.

5.5.

The missed Net Rewards provided shall be the sole remedies to User in the
event of unavailability of the Service.

6.

BTC.Secure never takes custody or control of User’s Tokens and Rewards.

7.

BTC.Secure’s Service Fee rate of 5% of the Block Rewards and Transaction Fees.

Schedule E. Additional Conditions for the IRIS
Network
The conditions for Delegating IRIS Tokens in the IRIS Network may change in accordance with
the IRIS Network protocols and are currently set out below.
1.

The IRIS Network may apply Slashing Penalties in connection with Tokens Delegated by
User under this Agreement:
1.1.

Unavailability. If a Validator Node’s signature has not been included in 10,368
of the last 34,560 blocks this Validator Node will be turned off, banned for 10
minutes and will get slashed for 0.03% of the Stake. User will forfeit and
permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 0.03% of the User’s Stake,
the Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such Tokens and all
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future Block Rewards and Transaction Fees that User could otherwise have
earned by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those Tokens. If the
Validator Node is banned for 10 minutes and isn’t turned on after that, there will
be a temporary loss of eligibility of the Validator Node and its Delegators to
receive Block Rewards and Transaction Fees for a certain number of blocks,
which will represent irreversible opportunity costs for the Validator Node and
User.
1.2.

Double-signing. If someone on chain A reports that a Validator Node has
signed two blocks at the same height on chain A and chain B, this Validator
Node will get slashed on chain A for 1% of the Stake. User will forfeit and
permanently lose all right and title to and interest in 1% of the User’s Stake, the
Validation Rights and Voting Rights associated with such Tokens and all future
Block Rewards and Transaction Fees that User could otherwise have earned
by exercising Validation Rights with respect to those Tokens. The remaining
99% of the User’s Stake will be automatically withdrawn from the Validator
Node and are subject to the unbonding period established by the IRIS Network
and described in Schedule E, Section 3.

2.

There are no minimum or maximum number of Tokens in the IRIS Network that User
may Delegate to BTC.Secure hereunder.

3.

User can withdraw their Delegated Tokens at any time subject to on-chain unbonding
requirements (21 days). The Tokens that are in the unbonding period may be subject to
Slashing Penalties in accordance with Schedule E, Section 1.

4.

Rewards and Service Fees are transferred on-chain in IRIS Tokens.

5.

Service Level Agreement:
5.1.

BTC.Secure will compensate User for missed Net Rewards arising from any
failure of BTC.Secure to use commercially reasonable efforts to perform the
Services in accordance with Section 3.1, excluding missed Net Rewards arising
from User’s acts or omissions, scheduled BTC.Secure or IRIS Network
maintenance, software bugs native to the IRIS Network, acts by a hacker or
other malicious actor, or Force Majeure Events, in each case in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

5.2.

No missed Net Rewards shall accrue under this Agreement until BTC.Secure
has actual notice of, or User delivers to BTC.Secure written notice about
unavailability of the Service.

5.3.

Subject to the foregoing sentence, BTC.Secure shall remit such missed Net
Rewards due to User within 90 days of the missed Net Reward.
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5.4.

In no event shall the total of any missed Net Rewards established under this
Agreement for any month exceed the Service Fees retained by BTC.Secure on
the IRIS Network during the applicable month.

5.5.

The missed Net Rewards provided shall be the sole remedies to User in the
event of unavailability of the Service.

6.

BTC.Secure never takes custody or control of User’s Tokens and Rewards.

7.

BTC.Secure’s Service Fee rate of 20% of the Block Rewards and Transaction Fees.

Last update: September 28, 2022
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